Ventral hippocampus spikes during sleep, wakefulness, and arousal in the cat.
The relationship between high amplitude (100--300- micro V) spike potentials (50--100 msec duration) in the ventral hippocampus (VH) and sleep-wakefulness stages was investigated. Forty-eight hours of continuous recordings taken from 5 chronically implanted cats were quantitatively scored for stage by digitized outputs of integrated EEG and electromyographic signals and for VH spikes by automatic devices. (1) A very strong relationship was observed between VH spike rates and EEG stage. Spikes were rare during wakefulness and paradoxical sleep (PS). They were always most frequent during nonrapid eye movement (NREM) sleep stages, progressively increasing through drowsiness, moderate amplitude slow wave activity, and high amplitude slow wave activity. (2) VH spike rates varied inversely with level of behavioral arousal within wakefulness. Rates were lowest during the presentation of novel experimental stimuli, higher during spontaneous movement, and highest during quiet wakefulness. (3) VH spikes anticipated stage changes independent of the quantified EEG. Spike rates increased from previous baseline levels in the 30 sec epoch of waking immediately preceding NREM sleep onset and in the transition period between PS and NREM sleep. They decreased significantly from previous base-line levels in the 30 sec epoch of NREM sleep preceding either waking or PS. These results show that the VH spike is a potentially useful noncortical indicator of NREM sleep. Within wakefulness and in the anticipation of stage changes it can be a more sensitive indicator of sleep processes or arousal level than the EEG.